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An induced matching in a graph G is a set of edges, no two of which meet a common ode 
or are joined by an edge of G; that is, an induced matching isa matching which forms an induced 
subgraph. We show that the problem of finding a largest induced matching isNP-complete for 
bipartite graphs. On the other hand, in chordal graphs, alargest induced matching iseasy to find 
and to recognize, and can be found fast in parallel. 
1. The main results 
Two edges are called incident if they have a common endpoint.  A matching is a 
set of edges, no two of which are incident. An induced matching M in a graph G 
is a matching such that no two edges of M are joined by an edge of G; that is, an 
induced matching is a matching which forms an induced subgraph. A clique is a 
subgraph in which every pair of nodes is joined by an edge. A clique-neighbourhood 
is the set K of edges of a clique together with some edges each of which is incident 
to a member of K. A graph G is called chordal if every circuit C in G with four or 
more nodes has a chord, that is, there is an edge of G joining nonconsecutive nodes 
of C. Given a graph G, we use V(G) to denote its node-set and E(G) its edge-set. 
In Section 4, we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The problem, is there an induced matching o f  size >_ k in G, is NP- 
complete for  bipartite graphs G. 
On the other hand, it turns out to be easy to recognize and to find largest induced 
matchings in chordal graphs. In particular, we have the following. 
Theorem 2. For a chordal graph G, 
max{IMl:  M is an induced matching in G} 
=min{ I JF l :  ~ is a set o f  clique-neighbourhoods in G which 
covers E(G)}. 
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Theorem 3. For a chordal graph G, 
max{ IN]: N is a clique-neighbourhood in G} 
= min{]d¢l: J¢ is a set of induced matchings in G which 
covers E(G)}. 
Edge-weighted generalizations of Theorems 2 and 3 also hold. There are poly- 
nomial algorithms to find the optima M, o~, N, and d/  of Theorems 2 and 3, as 
well as their counterparts in the weighted generalizations. Furthermore, the optima 
of Theorems 2 and 3 can be found fast in parallel. 
The above results are based on the following two theorems. 
A set N of edges in a graph G is called neighbourly if every pair of edges of N 
are either incident or joined by an edge of G. 
Theorem 4. In a chordal graph, every maximal neighbourly set of edges is a max- 
irnal clique-neighbourhood, and conversely, 
The line-graph L(G) of graph G has node-set E(G), and an edge joining two nodes 
exactly when the edges of G they correspond to are incident. The square G 2 of a 
graph G has node-set V(G), and two nodes are joined in G z exactly when they are 
joined by an edge or a path of two edges in G. 
Theorem 5. I f  G is chordal, then [L(G)] 2 is chordal. 
2. Proofs of the algorithmic and min-max results 
A set of nodes is called independent if no two of them are joined by an edge. 
It is easy to see that for any graph G, every induced matching in G is an indepen- 
dent set of nodes in [L(G)] 2 and conversely; and every neighbourly set of edges in 
G is a clique in [L(G)] 2 and conversely. Thus, once we have Theorems 4 and 5, we 
can derive results about induced matchings and clique-neighbourhoods in a chordal 
graph (G) from results about independent sets of nodes and cliques in a chordal 
graph ([L(G)]2). 
Theorems 2 and 3 can be derived in this way from theorems of Hajnal and 
Surgmyi [13] and Berge [ 1 ], respectively. Weighted generalizations [16] of [ 1,13] give 
the following. 
Theorem 6. For a chordal graph G and integer-valued w=(we: ecE(G)) ,  
maxl ~ we:eE,~4 M isan inducedmatchingin G I
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=rain I ~ YN: ~ YN>--We, VeeE(G);Y~¢>--O, YNinteg er, 
clique- e e N 
neighbourhoods / 
N V clique-neighbourhood N in G . 
Theorem 7. For a chordal graph G and nonnegative integer-valued w=(We: 
eeE(G)), 
max/e~NS We:Nisacl ique-neighbourhoodinG I 




yM > -- We, VeeE(G); yM>_O, YM integer, 
eeM 
V induced matching M in G I . 
Polynomial algorithms by Gavril [10], Frank [7], and an easy generalization of 
[10] provide polynomial algorithms for finding the optima of Theorems 2 and 3, 
Theorem 6, and Theorem 7, respectively. 
An NC algorithm is one which uses polynomially many parallel processors and 
whose running time is polynomial in the logarithm of the length of the input. It is 
straightforward to design an NC algorithm to find [L(G)] 2 for graph G. Thus NC 
algorithms in [18] provide NC algorithms for finding the optima of Theorems 2 
and 3. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 
Before proving Theorems 4 and 5, we make the following comments. 
Theorem 4 need not hold for graphs which are not chordal: if G is a chordless 
circuit on four nodes, then E(G) is neighbourly, but is not a clique-neighbourhood. 
Concerning Theorem 5, we remark that if G is chordal, neither L(G) nor G 2 
need to be chordal. See Fig. 1. 
A well-studied subclass of chordal graphs is strongly chordal graphs [5,6, 17, 14]. 
If G is strongly chordal, [L(G)] 2 need not be strongly chordal. See Fig.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It is well known [11,19,3] that G is chordal if and only if G 
can be represented as the intersection graph of a collection &- of subtrees of a tree 
T. Consider such a representation #- of G, i.e. 
uo~E(G) ¢* T,,,T~,~,~, u:#o, and T, f3T~:#O. 
Claim. @'= { T, O T O : uv ~ E(G) = V([L(G)]2)} is a representation of |L(G)] 2 as 
the intersection graph of a family of subtrees of  tree T. 
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G chordal L(G) not chordal 
G chordal 
Fig. 1. 
G 2 not chordal 
Proof .  First note that where uv e E (G) ,  T~, U 7],, is a tree. 
T~, U T,~ and T~,, U T, are joined by an edge in the intersection graph of  ~ '  ~ At 
least one of T~,, T,, intersects at least one of  T~,,, T~ ~ Either [u or v is the same as 
w or x, in which case the edges uv and wx are incident in G] or [u, v, w,x are all 
distinct and (say) T~ ffl Tw 4:0, in which case uv, vw,  wx  forms a path of  three edges 
in G] ¢~ uv and vw are joined by an edge in [L(G)] 2. ~ 
G strongly chordal 
[L(G)] 2 not strongly chordal 
Fig.2. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. First, note that any subset of a clique-neighbourhood is 
neighbourly. 
Now we will prove that in a chordal graph G, any neighbourly set of edges is a 
subset of a clique-neighbourhood. Consider a representation f G as the intersection 
graph of a collection ~" of subtrees of a tree T. T can be chosen so that the nodes 
of T correspond to the maximal cliques in G, and so that where T,~ is the subtree 
of T which represents v e V(G), the nodes of T~ correspond to the maximal cliques 
in G which contain o [11,19,3]. Let N be a neighbourly set of edges in G. Let 
,9'  = { 7", U T v : uv ~ N}.  @' is also a collection of subtrees of tree T. Because N is 
neighbourly, for every pair uv and xy of edges of N, (T, U To) (3 (T  x U Tv) ¢ 0. Then 
it is well known (see [12,p.92]) that I ' l~ ' :~0.  Say ce  n@' ,  where ce  V(T).  Then 
c corresponds to a maximal clique C in G, and for every edge uveN,  since 
c e T u m T~, it follows that in G at least one of u and o is in C. Thus N is contained 
in the clique-neighbourhood f G consisting of the edges of C and the edges of G 
incident to some member of C. [] 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
We consider the problem: Given a bipartite graph, does it contain an induced 
matching of size _> k. This problem is clearly in NP. We will prove it is NP-complete 
by reducing the problem of finding an independent set of nodes of size _>l to it. 
Given a graph G, construct a bipartite graph G'  as follows. For each node v of 
G, create two nodes v' and v" in G', and join v' and v" by an edge. For each edge 
uv of G, create four paths in G': put two paths of seven edges each between u' and 
v" and two paths of seven edges each between o' and u", such that the internal nodes 
of these four paths are all distinct. See Fig. 3. 
Claim. Independent sets I in G correspond to induced rnatchings M o f  size 
]I I +81E(G)I in G'. 
Proof. Let I be an independent set in G. The edges of G' corresponding to I (that 
is, {v'v": ve I} )  together with, for each edge eeE(G) ,  eight appropriately chosen 





k l  vv 
LI  ! 
G' 
V I t  
Fig. 3. 
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Consider the subgraph of G' pictured in Fig, 3. Let L be an induced matching in 
this subgraph, iLl_<9. If both u'u" and t)'t/' are in L,, then ILl _<6. If neither u'u" 
nor ~/v" are in L, then IL! _< 8. Suppose M is an induced matching of  size _> 8]E(G) I 
in G'. We can assume that for each edge m) of G, at most one of u'u" and t)'~/' is 
in M, since otherwise we could replace M by a larger induced matching. Then 
{~)eV(G): v ' t ) "eM} is an independent set in G of size iM I 8]E(G)!. ] 
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